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WBÄCRD 

This wtväj brlags together tbs restdts of field öbeermtiooe of ris- 
ibility by the Earth Sciences JDiTlsioo, 0. S. Any Bttiek Laboratories, is 
eight videly-seattered types of vegetation, ranging fro« tropical forests 
in Bsaaaa to subarctic eoniferoos forests in the lUcon, Canada, and sets 
forth a proposed standard systea for aaasoring such risibilities. 

fiirerse systeas of observation «ere used in obtaining the risibility 
■Misureasnts, soae of then partly iaprorieed in connection vlth other 
field woA.   The results axe objectire and quRntltatire, and gire an in- 
dication at least of the apprcocioate ranges of risibility, and of the 
gross differences end siailarities in risibility caused by different types 
of regetation. The conclusions represent a distinct contribution to an 
understanding of risibility problem in a rital field «here there «as a 
complete absence of factual knowledge, aside from t«o prior pilot studies 
by this Slrislon (References 1 and 3), and a reconnaissance study by the 
Cozps of Xagineers (6) besed upon the HABS experience. 

The mcMt iaqportant contribution of this paper is the proposal of a 
standard systea for ■easnring risibility in regetation. The systea is 
based upraa the principle of the Secehi disk, an extinction derlce fozasrly 
used in standard oeeanographie aeasureaents of transparency in vhe sea. 
The systea is siaple and effective; it can be used by the field ofeeenrer 
in connection vlth other studies, vithout elaborate special e^uip«nt and 
with ainiaua adrance training. A dull «hite disk, 30 ca in diaaeter, of 
paper or other aaterial, is the basic equlpaent needed to enable a trar- 
eler to bring back quantitatire aeasurenents of risibility that can be 
eonpared vith those aade in other regions. 

PEVERIL MEEGS, Ph.D. 
Chief 
Earth Sciences Division 
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ABSTS/ICT 

- This x«port ■unarlxes and «raluates r«sulta of Tlslbillty ttulitt 
eoBduct«d is » tropical deciduous foreit, Mcditernutean-type fcrcft«, «id- 
latitude aixed for»«ti, and a high-latitude coniferous forest, together 
with an evaluation of the aeasureaent techniques ««ployed in these studies. 
Based on this evaluation. It is reconended that a Secchi disk (a flat, 
dull-white surface), oounted on a tripod of local aaterials, be used as 
a standard visibility aeasuring asthod for forested areas. By using this 
standard systea, ooaparable visibility data vlll be obtained from represen- 
tative stands of vegetation under various ezrrlromental conditions. 
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VISIBILm IGASDBENEIT DT FQR^TED ARMS 

1. Introdactlon 

The diitaBce that a soldier can see or be seen is a deciding influ- 
ence in planning nany Axaor tactical problems. The field coaaander's deci- 
sion and plan, direction of movement, employment of veapons, observation, 
laying out of fields or fire, choice of cover and concealment, and selec- 
tion of camouflage are only a few tactical activities for which visibility 
is required. A knowledge of visibility limitations resulting from natural 
environmental factors la essential in operational planning. Required 
visibility data include both the maximum, minimum, and usual distances at 
which an individual using natural cover for concealment can be observed, 
and the distance at which an individual can be positively identified.* 

In order to provide these data, areas of forest, woodland, and bush 
were selected for study inasmuch as they are the most critical of the 
natural environmental features which limit visibility (Pig. l). Hbwrrer, 
much of the presently compiled infozmtion on visibility conditions in 
forested areas is not strictly comparable because of lach of uniform 
study methods. Future visibility investigations should be conducted in 
a uniform manner, with standardised measurement techniques, in order to 
yield comparable data. 

The purpose of this report is (l) to sumarize previous visibility 
studies conducted by BLABS investigators, (2) to compare methods used for 
obtaining the required data, and (3) to suggest a standard technique for 
visibility measurement. 

2. Summary of Visibility Investigations 

The first systematic survey of visibility in various types of vege- 
tation to be initiated by the Quartermaster Corps (predecessor to U.S. 
Army Hatick laboratories) was a contract study undertaken by the American 
Geographical Society. Dr. Robert Druonond carried out field work in a 
number of vegetation types in the United States, and his results were 
published in 1956 as a Technical Report of the QM Research & Engineering 
Command (3). In 1962 a preliminary investigation of visibility in a trop- 
ical deciduous forest vas conducted by fir. Robert Anstey, geographer with 
the Hatick Laboratories; Ms results were published in 1963 as a Special 
Report of the Earth Sciences Division (l). These studies are susaarlzed 
in the following section. 

♦ Positive visual identification is defined as ascertaining specific 
characteristics of a remote object (i.e., size, shape, color, and posi- 
tion), not merely shadow, reflection, flash, outline, or movement. 



ftaxtte GthBT rlBlbllitj itudi«» \fy lorestlgrtorB of UM B&tiek L&b- 
oratories w reporttd btre for tte first tlat. In Nurch 1963 «xporl- 
■•Btt with Yarloiu Igrpe» of targets wire carried oat by Mr. Jobn Jaaes 
in oak womdleafl aai etejarral in central California; these studies vsre 
eootinued in Aofost 1963 in a coniferous forest near lerada City, Cali- 
fornia. Also in Augost 1963, risibility in a eonlferoos forest «as neas- 
nred by Mr. Jaaes Barens at dnane Lake, Yukon Territory, using a boasn 
target. IM September asad October 19C3, Misses lorine Ifettiaore and Sarah 
Vollasten aeasured the risibility in a nixed broad-leaved and eoniferoos 
forest at Sodbory, Nsssactasetts, using both bunan and artificial target». 

a. grppical Pscidnous gtarest 

this isnrestigation consisted of aeasuring the horisontal distance 
orer lAich a eaaouflaged target san be seen in a representatire tropical 
deciduous forest (10). The study «as coodocted at t«o Tehicle eraluation 
test course areas approadnately 60 alles east of Panana City, B. P., in 
September and October 1968 (l). October is the rainiest nonth of the year, 
and foliage is at a naxinuB at this tine. The caaouflaged target «as Mr. 
Angelo Olarratana, «earing the standard U.S. Any utility uniform, shade 
00 lOf, including trcplcsl SMS boots and the standard field cap. Both 
the observer, Br. Bobert Anstey, and the target «ere erect at all tines 
during the observations, loise «as controlled. The observer had -cncor- 
rected SO/20 nomal color vision. 

A total of 360 observations of visibility «as aade, consisting of k 
observations (l in each of the cardinal coapass direct! ns) at each of 90 
sites. Fhotogrsphs «ere taken of the target at given paced distances, 
i.e., 10 feet (3.1 a), 25 feet (T.6 m), 50 feet (15.2 a), T5 f««t (22.9 ■)• 
This «as usually done at a spot Just before the target becaae completely 
blocked froa the observer's view by intervanins vegetation (tree trunks, 
leaves, vines, and underbrush). 

The first series of observations «as aade of the caaouflaged target 
aoving avay froa the observer to the given distances, or until the target 
aoved out of sight. It becaae apparent that this technique «as faulty 
inasaneh as the observer could see parts of the target aoving froa point 
to point, even though the target «as obscured froa vie« aost of the tine. 
Also, the observer's eyes «ere focused on the exact location of the target 
and he could hear the target aoving through the vegetation, or see the 
aoveaent of vegetation being pushed aside. As a result, greater distances 
«ere observed and recorded than «ould have been obtained without these 
locating events. A second technique «as then aaqployed in «hich the caa- 
ouflaged target «aa pre-posltloned, erect and motionless, at every second 
sit prior to the arrival of the observer. Positions «ere selected at 
randoa. In this series the observer «as unable to see the target at dis- 
tances as great as those in the saae sites «hen the observer «aa able to 
see the target aoving. In fact, in assay instances the observer caae 



vithln 10 feet (3.1 ■) of th« target befor« icelsg any part of It; on two 
occasions the idsntlflcation vas nsde at a dlstanc« of only 3  fest (1.5 a). 
The greatest distance at which positive identification could be aade of a 
pre-positioned target vas 60 feet (16.3 a). Only 2 percent of the obser- 
vations located the target at distances of $0 feet (15.2 a) or aor« vith 
pre-positioning; the nean distance vas approxiaately 21.5 f«*t (6.6 a). In 
the previous series of observations, where the target aoved away froa the 
obsenrer, the average distance cf the observation series vas approxiantely 
^8.5 feet (1^.8 a). la this series, the range of obserratioas vas fro» 
10 feet (3.1 a) to a aaxinum of 100 feet (30.1 a) foae identification). 
In over 60 percent of all observations vith this technique, th« ■szlana 
distances over vhich a caaouflaged target could be Identified in a. tropi- 
cal deciduous forest vere betveen 35 (10.7 a) aad 55 (16.8 a) feet. 

b. Maditerraneea-gype Forests 

This study vas aade in subtropical dry-suaner environnent; the 
naae Hsdlterraziean is often used to describe this type of enviromsent be- 
cause its greatest extent is in the Mediterranean region. Preliminary 
investigations vere aade in March and August 1963 by John V. Janes aad an 
assistant, Vy&tt Jaaas. 

In the Nantane coniferous forest of the lover Sierra levada. aeasure- 
nents vere nade at 3 sites (see Appendix A for site descriptions) on the 
vestern slope near Bevada City, California, in representative stands con- 
sisting of ponderosa pine, sugar pine, Douglas fir, incense cedar, and 
nanzanita brush. Neasureoents vere also aade in an area of chaparral in 
the Sierra foothills near Auburn, California, and in the Santa Lucia Moun- 
tains of the Coast Range. At each site 20 observations vere nade, includ- 
ing one sighting in each cardinal direction and four in each eoapass quad- 
rant. In one series of observations the disk vas the target; in the 
second the assistant vas the target. The assistant vore a parka shell, 
shade 08-107, and held a 6-inch (0.2 a) glossy vhite disk 6 feet (1.6 a) 
above the ground. The observer paced avay from the target until it be- 
came obscured fron eighty and acted the folloving visibility distances: 

Elevation       Maximum     Mean    Minimum 
(ft)  (m)      TftTTSj  (ft) (n)  (ft) (m) 

Wolf Mountain    l600 k&k     Eisk 560 1T0.7 130  39.6  85  25.9 
(chaparral) Ifen  U90 1^9.3  95  28.9  50  15.2 

«Harmony Ridge   2700  818  Disk U50 137-1 375 ll1*.3 3^0 103.6 
(open coniferous) Man  375 11^.3 300  91.U 255  77.7 

Five MLle House   3700 1121  Disk kOO   121.9 3^0 IO3.6 390  88.4 
(open coniferous) Man  320  97.5 250  76,4 205  62.5 

Five Mile House   3700 1121  Disk 115  35.1  95  28.9  60  18.2 
(dense coniferous) »fan  85 225.9  fc  19.8 ko     12.1 

♦ See Figure 10 for photograph. 



The Baximua distances Indicated were obtained only In bright sun- 
light, due to reflection fron the glossy disk, or when the assistant was 
moving. In the chaparral the naxiaium distance was obtained when the tar- 
get vas taller than the brush. The average height of the vegetation in 
this particular test area was 6 feet (1.8 a)*; targets taller than this 
could be seen for almost unlimited distances (restricted only by slope and 
Isolated higher bushes) but shorter targets could only be seen up to 50 
feet (15.2 m) away. Long lines of sight (500 feet /I«>2 m7l or nor« ware 
possible for erect observers in the chaparral, but prone observers could 
see only 70 feet (21.2 m) to 100 feet {30.h n)  in this test area. 

In the Bunter Liggett Military Reservation in the Santa Lucia Ibun- 
talns of central coastal California, in oak woodland and chaparral brush- 
land, aeasurenents were made respectively in representative stands of val- 
ley oak and interior live oak, and in an area of chaparral dominated by 
chamise, yerba santa, buckbrush, and manzanita species.** Only four meas- 
urements were taken in each of these locations (one in each cardinal direc- 
tion) with the assistant holding a target (a sheet of 8-1/2 by 11 inch 
white paper on a clipboard) 7 feet (2.1 m) above the ground. The follow- 
ing visibility distances were noted: 

Elevation ifaxiaum    Mean    mnimam 
(ft) (BO (ft) (m)  (ft) (m)  (ft) (m) 

Oek/grassland idkO   315  Rectangle  1175 358  9^0 287  835 254 
Man       1000 30^  820 250  725 221 

Chaparral     1580 U76  Rectangle   100 30.k     80 2^.2 hO   12.1 
Man        70 21.2 hO   12.1  15  ^.5 

c. Mid-Latitude Mixed Jorests 

(l) Eastern Massachusetts 

At the U.S. Army Batick Laboratories Annex, Sudbury, Massa- 
chusetts, five visibility sites were selected at random within the various 
types cf vegetation represented in the reservation (Fig. 2). The area is 
in the Transition hardwood-white pine-hemlock Forest Zone (6). In all; 
326 measurements were mad« by Norine Mattimore and Sarah Wollaston, during 

* Some stands of chaparral were 12 (3.6 m) to Ik  (4.2 m) feet in height. 
Ifeture chaparral species are so arranged that the main stem assumes a 
trunk-like structure ilth the lower branches approximately 1 to 2 feet 
above the ground. See; Figure 9 fez* photograph. 

** Chaparral species are characteristically evergreen. Valley oak, 
(Quercus lobata) is deciduous in winter. 



three vi»ibllity Btudles in Septentoer axrd October 19o3>   Both the observer 
aad the target wore shade OG-107 field clothing including standard field 
cap. 

In the first study, three experiments were conducted: observer pacing 
avay from the target, target pacing away from the observer, and observer 
searching for a pre-positioned target. Both the observer and the target 
remained erect during the observations, and tijsir paces were equated to 
feet and inches. In the first two experiments sightings were made from 
four directions and averaged. It was found that a stationary target could 
be identified from 38 (11.6 m) to 1^3 (U3.6 m) feet (av. 77 f«et /23.5 mf) 
and a moving target could be identified from 51 (15• 6 m) to 216 (S5.5 m; 
feet (av. 115 feet /35.I n^). The pre-positioned target wae located at 
distances from 48 (14.6 mTto 8h feet (25.6 m) (av. 70 feet /21.3 mf).    In 
the latter experiment the distances obtained were greater than those that 
would be expected under normal circumstances because (l) the observers 
knew the approximate location of the target and (2) they were well ac- 
quainted with the area, having obtained experience from several series of 
observations. 

The second study Included experiments comparing (l) the visibility 
of a human target wearing OG-107 field clothing versus the same target 
wearing a white shirt, (2) a clipboard target covered with OG-107 cloth 
versus one covered with white cloth, and (3) each of the above, sighted 
from both the erect and the prone position (Fig. 5). When the human tar- 
get was sighted alone, the target faced away from the observer. When 
using the clipboard, the human target held the base of the clipboard, five 
feet (1.5 m) above the ground. In this position the uncamouflaged face 
of the individual was not visible. It was noted that the human target 
wearing a white shirt, when viewed from the erect position, could be seen 
much farther than any other target (av. 131-5 feet /Eb.l ny). The second 
greatest visibility was obtained from the same target viewed from the 
prone position (av, 116.3 feet ^35.5 mf).   An average of 96 feet (29.2 m) 
was obtained for the white-covered clipboard viewed from the erect posi- 
tion, but the distance In this experiment was not significantly greater 
than that for the human target wearing OG-107 clothing (av. 88.5 feet 
/27.I mT"). It was noted that ferns, tall grass, terrain Irregularities, 
and stone walls limited the distance that a prone observer could identify 
either the green or white target. In an area with low brauches but little 
undergrowth, the legs of the human target could be seen from the prone 
position, but no part of the target was visible from the erect position. 
In every experiment, however, the average of all sightings showed that 
targets could be identified at greater distances from the erect position. 

These findings were rechecked in a third study, which also included 
comparison of erect and prone observations of the visibility of a Secchl- 
type disk (7) in the same sites (Pig. 8). The disk used was a dull white 
card, 1 foot (0.3 m), in diameter, mounted on a tripod constructed with 



local oaterl&ls. Tbt base of tbs dlaSt vac 5 feet (1.5 B) above the ground 
and it VBLB turned to face tbe observer prior to each dbaervatlon. During 
the observations no one reaaiaed near the disk to aid in its location. 

On 8 October iko observations vere nade; the four final observations 
«ere aade on 21 October 1963. Ifee to increased leaf fall, the visibilities 
measured on the latter date «ere approriaately 150 feet greater than those 
isad» on 18 Septeaber 1963 in the saoe area. However, only ainor differ- 
ences «ere noted between the observations taken on 8 October 1963 and those 
taken on 18 Septentoer. In five instances (in 16 observations) the differ- 
ence in visibility distance measured on the t«o dates in the sane areas 
«as only 2 (0.6 m) to 7 (2.1 m) feet, and in eight instances the differ- 
ence «as only 10 (3*1 a) to 20 (6.1 a) feet (see Appendix B for individual 
study data). These experiments demonstrated that a saall «hits target is 
easily obscured by branches, and is more difficult to see than a human 
target. 

(2) Central united States 

The risibilities in a total of 392 forest stands throughout 
the United States «ere measured by Robert R. Druamond in 1952 (3). Meas- 
urements «ere taken in 1^7 deciduous stands, 126 evergreen stands, and 
111 mixed deciduous and evergreen stands; the remaining 8 «ere of other 
types. The vegetation at each site «as classified by the Kuchler system 
(k).    In these studies the observer «alked away from a "visibility object" 
and noted the distance at which the object became blocked from vie« by the 
vegetation. The visibility object vised as a standard throughout the pro- 
ject «as a green cylinder 6 feet (1.8 m) in height and 1.5 feet (0.4 a) 
in diameter. The cylinder «as constructed from a framework of metal pipe 
and plywood and «as fitted with a cover of canvas cloth dyed & medium-dark 
green (shade OD 8). The size of this target was chosen to correspond to 
the dimensions of a man plus his military equipment. The size also bears 
some significance in military xaathematics; a six-foot object subtends an 
ang"1« of 1 mil at 1000 yards. Various sizes of stakes and signs were 
tried but none proved as effective as the cylinder in duplicating data 
obtained when the human form was used. The standard visibility object 
could be readily interchanged with a human being dressed in Army fatigue 
green, without noticeable bias in resultant data. 

Observations were made only on clear days when the sun was high; an 
attempt was made to keep the target continuously in view, avoiding large 
trees. It was found that visibility in deciduous and coniferous forests 
of the united States exceeded 100 yards (91.4 m) on 19 out of 392 observa- 
tions. Twenty-five percent of all stands studied by Druomoud had visibil- 
ities between kO  (36.5 m) and 50 (45.7 m) yards, »early half bad visibil- 
ities between 30 (27.4 m) and 60 (54.9 m) yards. 

Drummond found that on the whole there was no marked difference be- 
tween visibility in deciduous and coniferous stands in summer. Where 



vegetation was nixed coniferous and deciduous, the conifers tended to be 
the doninaat factor in limiting visibility. In deciduous growths, vlei- 
billty was about ho percent greater in winter than in muaer. Visibility 
was greater in interrupted stands of deciduous vegetation than in stands 
where the branches of one tree touched the branches of the next tree. In 
deciduous forests, visibility was greatest in stands of nedlum height. 
Tall deciduous trees ususUy were accompanied by relatively dense under- 
growth, often including vines, which reduced visibility. Likewise, where 
trees were low, undergrowth was a large factor in lopedlng visibility. 
Low trees were also nore likely to have low branches that Interfered with 
visibility. 

In coniferous vegetation, visibility did not vary appreciably fron 
season to season. In tall coniferous vegetation, visibility was greater 
in Interrupted stands. In coniferous vegetation of nedlun and low height, 
visibility was greater in continuous stands than in Interrupted stands. 
The density of the overhead canopy of branches and foliage restricted the 
amount of light that reached the target and produced dappled effects which 
made identification uncertain in some Instances. Among conifers and in 
mixed coniferous and deciduous forests, visibility tended to Increase with 
the height of the primary vegetation covers (as opposed to undergrowth). 

Visibility tended to decrease as the height of the undergrowth in- 
creased. Visibility vas greatest when the height of the undergrowth was 
less than 3 feet (0.9m); it was least when the height of the undergrowth 
was more than 6 feet (1.8 m). Vines in undergrowth greatly reduced visi- 
bility. On an average, the reduction was about 36 percent. 

d. High-Latitude Coniferous Forest 

During August 1963» 120 visibility measurements were made by 
James Havens in a mature spruce forest near Mile 1055 (Kluane Lake) on the 
Alaska Highway, Yukon Territory, Canada (Fig. 3). This forest appeared 
to be the oldest in the area (trees probably more than 100 years old), and 
was the least dissected by stream beds. In this forest, 10 sites were 
located on a rectangular traverse measuring approximately 800 yards 
(731.5 m) by 300 yards (27^.3 m), and an additional 5 sites were selected 
at random within the rectangle. An average of 30 spruce diameters at a 
typical site was 6 inches (0.2 m) at a height of 5 feet (1.5 m) above the 
ground. The area contained undergrowth and dead-falls. 

At each of the cardinal directions an assistant (Sgt. D. E. Saarela, 
ÜSMC) in USMC utility dress (shad« M225) paced away fron the center point 
of the site, giving h measurements. The directions were then rotated ^5* 
and the target donned a bright red sweater; k more measurements were taken, 
giving a total of 8 measurements for each site (Fig. 11). Although one 
would expect to see a red sweater at a greater distance than the green 
utility dress, the frequency table indicates the opposite (see Appendix 3). 



This difference in the aeans for ungrouped data, ikl.J ft (^3.2 m) (green) 
and 135.1 ft {kl.2 m)  (red), is not statistically significant and there- 
fore the tiro saaples have been conbined (Fig. 6). The over-all average 
visibility of I38.U feet (42.2 m), vhich can be considered representative 
of the area selected, is approocimtely three tiiaes greater than the moving 
target mean for a tropical forest (Fig. h) but only one-fifth greater than 
the mean found for a mid-latitude mixed forest (Fig. k). 

3.  Coaparison of Techniques 

a. Camouflaged Target Standicg 

The problem in the present series of visibility studies is to de- 
termine the distance that a soldier can see or be seen in various forested 
areas. Military activities involved would include attack, patrolling, 
picket and guard-post walking, and tactical maneuvers in which the soldier 
would be standing erect at least part of the time. A standing man is a 
large target; for the purposes of visibility studies, this position is 
convenient and permits rapid observations. Also, the front facing surface 
area of a standing man compares farorably with the standard silhouette 
target used in Army markmsnship training, except that the height of the 
target above the ground is not controlled. The different sizes of men 
used in different studies is a factor which must be considered in compar- 
ing the results of visibility measurements. Figure h gives the distances 
at which a standing human target, or a near representation, could be seen 
in various types of forested areas. 

These data are not considered to be definitive measurements of visi- 
bility. It is assumed that additional studies made with the various human 
targets would yield en average visibility distance with a high degree of 
reliability. It is not practicable to designate the dimensions of a stand- 
ard human target for visibility measurements. Because of the varying 
sizes of human targets, a standard visibility object with the approximate 
dimensions of a standing man should be used as a target. 

b. Targex Moving - Observer Moving 

In order to determine which method of observation would yield the 
most realistic visibility data, several techniques were utilized. In two 
of the studies described in this report, the observer walked away from the 
target to a point where the target could no longer be seen; in two studies 
the target paced away from the observer to a point where he could no longer 
be seen; in two studies bot^ techniques were used. In the Tropical Forest 
Study, it was found that the target could be seen at a much greater dis- 
tance when it moved away from the observer than when the observer attempted 
to find it in an unknown, pre-positioned location. The average distance 
for the former was U8.5 feet (1^.8 m); for the latter, 21.5 feet (6.6 m). 
In the Mid-Latitude Mixed Forest Study (Sudbury, Ifassachusetts) the 
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observer nalkiag anay from the target obtained an average visibility dis- 
tance of TT f«et (23,5 m), vbereas «hen the target walked away from the 
observer, the average distance was 115 f««t (35*1 »)• The average dis- 
tance that a pre-posltloned target was observed «as 70 feet (21.3 m) In 
this study. Hblse, movement, and continuous observation of the target were 
locating factors «faeu the target «alked away from the observer. In the 
Instances «here the observer valked away from the target, he frequently 
found, «hen turning to look back, that the target «as lost to view and he 
had to pace back to locate It. This «as due In pert to (l) a loss of the 
exact angle of observation, (2) an Inability to recognize a pertly ob- 
scured target, because his eyes «ere focused on intervening branches of 
trees, and (3) the changing shape of the target, «hlch was not ismediately 
recognizable, in the Mid-Latitude Mixed Forest Study, vhen the observer 
walked beyond the point «here the target became obscured, and then paced 
back to note «here the target «as again visible, the visibility distances 
«ere from 10 to 20 yards (9*1^ to 18.2 m)  less than those obtained «hen 
the observer «alked a«ay from the target, keeping it continually in sight. 
In conducting a pre-posltloned target experiment, the necessity for expe- 
rience precludes its use in each new forest type for an untrained observer. 
For example, the observers came within 5 feet (1.5 m) of the target in 
both a tropical forest and a mid-latitude forest before this target «as 
observed. With practice the target could be located at much greater dis- 
tances. Also, the time involved in searching is nearly three times that 
for standard target observation. In order to obtain a realistic visibil- 
ity distance, the observer should walk to a point beyond «hlch the target 
can be been, turn around, walk back toward the target until it is again 
seen, and pace the distance from that point back to the target. 

c Observer Standing - Observer Prone 

Prone is the normal observing position for forward artillery ob- 
servers or infantrymen on patrol. It «as found that slightly greater dis- 
tances could be obtained from observers standing erect than from those in 
the prone position. Observers standing erect «ere not hindered by low 
brush, boulders, or minor terrain differences. In the Mid-Latitude Mixed 
Jbrest Study, for example, the erect observers were able to locate their 
targets at an average distance of 9t> feet (29.2 m), whereas the prone ob- 
servers obtained an average of 90 feet {21.k m). Due to the interference 
of low vegetation (ferns, grass, shrubs, etc.), more realistic visibility 
measurements can be made from the erect position in most forested areas. 

In areas of undulating terrain, there is no advantage for an observer 
standing erect over a prone observer «hen (l) observing from the top of a 
hill, or (2) «hen looking uphill from the floor of a narrow valley. Also, 
«hen viewing over distances greater than 100 yards (91.4 m), the advantage 
of an observer standing erect is negligible. 



d. Whit« Target - Green Target 

White caaooflage item» utilized on targets are frequently not 
visible for distances greater them 50 yards (1»5«7 n) over snor or lee sur- 
faces, äowevur, studies of visibility in snov vere not conducted as a 
part of the prograa covered in this report. White targets nay also be 
confused vlth quarts, llnestone or elmLlar light-colored rock exposures, 
or stands of vhlte birch trees In a forest «here various shades of green 
are doadnant. In general, green targets are less visible In a forest than 
vhlte targets. For exaaple. in a study conducted by the U. S. Aroy Infan- 
try Board at Ft. Bennlng (9)> all of the observers vere able to identify 
men vearing -white tee shirts at IkOO aeters (U593.2 ft), but only one ob- 
server in 10 vas able to identify a nan vearing the 0G 107 field uniform 
at 190 meters (623.4 ft). In these studies, the target vas located in an 
area of trees and shrubs, but the observers vere stationed at varying dis- 
tances across an adjacent open field. Shorter lines of sight vould have 
resulted if the entire area had been vooded. In a mid-latitude mixed 
forest an average of all visibility distances of 22.k feet (37.8 m) vas 
obtained by ftfettimore and Wollaston for a human target veering a vhlte 
shirt, as against 86 feet (26.2 m) for the same target vearing an OG 107 
Jacket. When a covered clipboard vas used as the target, the average vis- 
ibility distance vas 92 feet (28.0 m) vhen covered vlth vhlte, and 71 f««t 
(21.6 a) vhen covered vlth shade OG 107 cloth. It vill be noted that in 
these studies the vhlte covered clipboard vas not appreciably more visible 
than the human target vearing green clothing. This vas reckecked in the 
same area tvo veeks later and it was found that the uuaan target in green 
field clothing vas visible at 96 feet (29.2 m), and the vhite covered 
clipboard vas visible at 109 feet (33*2 m). These data cannot be compared 
statistically because of the difference ir> size of the targets and possi- 
ble difference in amount and color of foliage. 

Some observers have difficulty in distinguishing colors. These ob- 
servations confirm the findings of the Massachusetts Hunter-Safety Test. 
Richards (5) points out that a "red cloth is not nearly as conspicuous as 
a red light and vlth poor lighting in the voods, red turns dark and is 
not seen." Individuals vlth deficient color vision may not see some reds 
or may confuse reds vith greens. When the enlisted men participating in 
the Hunter-Safety Test vere asked to identify colored targets, red vas 
called green, orange, pink, brovn, black, dark or doubtful, and vhite, 
depending upon the surroundings and lighting. 

The camouflage colors used on targets in the studies being evaluated 
vere standard military uniform shades. No attempt vas made to compare the 
visibility distances obtained vith various shades of field clothing in 
forested areas. A pioneer study in this field vas conducted in 1963 at 
Ft. Benning, Georgia (9). 
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e. Comparison of White TJargets 

In order to determine the type of target best stilted for oaxlaum 
visibility measurements In forested areas, several experiments were con- 
ducted as a port of the ltd-Latitude Mixed Forest Studyr These Included 
comparison of a human target wearing a white shirt with the same target 
wearing a shade OG 107 Jacket, and with a clipboard covered with the same 
shades of cloth, and comparison of a white covered clipboard with a white 
Secchl disk. 

The greatest distance at which the Secchl disk was observed was 529 
feet (l6l.2 m); the greatest ilstancc for the white covered clipboard was 
ta.8.5 feet (127.5 m), due to the open nature of the mid-latitude mixed 
forest In two different localities at the ü. S, Amy Batick Laboratories 
Annex, Sudbury, Mstss. However, the average distance for the Secchl disk 
was 130.U feet (39-7 *); for the white clipboard the average was 1U6.8 
feet {kk.J m). These observations were not conclusive. In three exper- 
iments the disk was observed at a greater distance than the white covered 
clipboard! in two experiments the clipboard was observed at a greater dis- 
tance. In a pre-positloning experiment, conducted on 8 October 1963, the 
target was located by the observer through the uncovered clipboard held 
in the target's hand. The target, wearing 06 107 field clothing was stand- 
ing erect in a small pine grove, and was identified only because of the 
"unnatural appearance" of the clipboard. 

One advantage in using a white target is the reflection of sunlight 
from the bark of birch, aspens, poplar, and light colored shrubs, and the 
leaves of such trees as the silver maple, which "blinded" the observer to 
background objects. Reflection of a white target in the sun seemed to 
Increase visibility distances when the observer was viewing from a south- 
erly direction without other vhite object interference. SimilBVly, when 
a human target was facing the observer, the face of the observer was 
usually seen, due to reflection, before any other part of the target, ex- 
cept when the target was wearing a white shirt. 

In the Ifediterranean Forest Study a six-inch (0.1 m) white glossy 
disk was used as the target. The maximum distance at which this target 
was observed was 560 feet (170.7 m) (iß an area of chaparral). This dis- 
tance is only slightly greater than that for the shaded dull-surfaced 
Secchl disk in a mid-latitude mixed forest. The relative brightness 
(reflectivity) of a glossy disk is a function of the amount of sunlight 
Impinging on its surface. The angle at which it is held as well as the 
variation In sunlight may influence visibility. A great amount of the 
i-eflectivity of a cloth-covered target or a card disk is lost when the 
material becomes wet. 

11 



f. Coagarlson of Coapate Directions 

In the Troplc&l Forest Study standard compass directions were 
used merely for uniformity of observations from site to site and compa- 
rability In sampling rather than as an attempt to detect possible in- 
creased risibility in any direction. It «as recognised that longer sight 
lines would not be obtained from southerly quadrants due to tha reduced 
light conditions in the forest. In the Mid-Latitude Mixed Fbrest Study 
a sumary was made of sight lines by compaes direction. In this study the 
open nature of the forest necessitated the positioning of the target in a 
shaded area so that there would not be longer sight lines from the south. 
Also, studies were conducted during the middle of the day so that low sun 
angles from the east or vest would not result in longer sight lines in 
those directions. Bright sun on the target, particularly one with a re- 
flecting or glossy surface, is an advantage to the observer. In eight 
suonaries on l8 September 1963 longer sight lines were noted for observa- 
tions from the north rather than from the south. In six suamaries on 
8 October 1963 three showed greater visibility from the north than from 
the south. On l8 September IS63 the longest average sight line, 151.37 
feet (46.1 m), was from the west and the next longest was from the east. 
On 8 October 1963 the longest sight line was from the south due to the 
existence of an open field adjacent to the wooded area in which the target 
was located. The observer could see the target from across the field, 
whereas if the field had been wooded, a much shorter visibility distance 
would have resulted from this direction. These results indicate that the 
density of vegetation is a more important factor in locating targets than 
the advantage of a particular compass direction. Xevertheless, at least 
four observations from different.directions are required for adequate 
sampling of each visibility site. The most convenient way to achieve 
this sighting is to use the four cardinal compass directions. 

k.     Conclusions and Recommendations 

The investigations of visibility discussed in this report point to 
the need for studies in other major types of vegetation, particularly phys- 
iognomic types such as the southern coniferous forests in Worth and South 
Carolina and the mesquite woodland of Texas. It is therefore recoanuended 
that additional studies be conducted to determine the seasonal variation 
of risibility in all of the vegetative types discussed here (i.e., tropi- 
cal deciduous forests during the dry season, Msditerranean and mid-latitude 
mixed forests during the winter season). 

To obtain uniform measurements of maximum visibility in forested 
areas, a standard visibility measurement technique should be established 
for use in all future studies. It is recommended that the following method 
be adopted: 

a. A representative forest stand should be chosen for the study. A 
target composed of a flat, dull white, 30-centimetei disk (constructed of 
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painted cardboard or metal). Mounted vertically on a tripod of natural 
materials*, should be erected In a shaded spot, with the nhite surface 
of the disk facing the observer. The observer should remain erect vhen 
measuring visibility, but should be free to move from side to side (no 
more than fl-ve degrees azimuth) to keep the target in view. The observer 
should walk avay from the target to a point where the target is no longer 
visible, walk back to a position where he can again set the target, and 
then measure the distance from that point to the target. The most accu- 
rate and practicable means available (tape measure, optical range finder, 
or pacing; should be used to make the measurement and the distance should 
be recorded in feet or meters. The same procedure should be followed for 
each of four arbitrary coarpass directions. Considering the extreme irreg- 
ularity of vegetation even within a single stand of a given "type" and be- 
tween two successive moments of time, micrometer-like measurements would 
seem to be unnecessary and wasteful. 

b. The testing area should be as level as possible and measurements 
should be taken on a sunny day. The date, hour and cloudiness should be 
noted for each series. Observations taken during bright sunshine should 
be checked against those taken during cloudy condltons. Observations 
taken at high sun should be checked against those at low sun. While most 
observations will be on nearly level ground, these should be checked against 
observations taken in similar environments where the observer is looking 
up-hill or down-hill. 

c. Immediately following the primary measurements, it is desirable 
that visibility measurements be made in a nearby site having the same veg- 
etation according to a standardized system. In view of the scarcity of 
uniform stands of vegetation in nature, a large number of observations at 
different sites within a vegetation type is considered more representative 
than a similar number from a single site. 

d. The sites used should be located on a map and marked on the ground 
(e.g., with a cairn) so that subsequent measurements can be made at the 
same spots during other seasons of the year. It is desirable that 33 mm 
color photographs be made of the sites at the titoe of the observatior. 

To insure that valid comparisons of results can be made, it is impor- 
tant to continue experiments v/ith other kinds of targets in the same areas. 
One other technique involves the use of two sMitional white disks, one 
touching the ground and on* balfway between the other two on the tripod 
described above. This arrangement would approximate the height of the 

♦ The support will consist of three poles, seven feet long, with bark in 
place, tied together one foot from the top. The top of the disk will be 
fastened to the top of one pole. The legs of the tripod will be spread 
so that the base of the disk is 5 f«et above the ground. 
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average aan, and give llat-of-slght targets for pro&e and kneeling ob- 
servers In heavy brush. 

Military pe^amel «ho have trained in forested areas similar to those 
selected for the study sites, and vho have been Medically screened for vis» 
ual color deficiency %s veil as near and far-sightedness, should be used 
to locate Standard pre-positloned 00-107 colored targets or siallar camou- 
flaged targets in major forest types in order to coqpare the "military 
visibility" vith the "standard visibility" in these area. 
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1. Vlflbllity N«aaiirwMAt la Fortitcd Ar«u, Worth AMrlea 

2. Yislblllty Sites, Ü.8. Aray latlck LaboratoriM AIUMX, 
Sudbvury, Mass. 

3. Visibility Site, ELwaa« Lake, Yukon Territory, Canada 

k. Visibility Distaac« in Various forest Typss in lorth Aserica 

5. CuBulatiT« Frequency of NazinoB Eorisontal 5-root Height 
Visibility in a Mid-Latitude Mixed Forest 

6. Cumlntire Frequency of Maxima Eorisontal 5-Foot lelght 
Visibility in a lorthem Coniferous Forest 

7*      Coagparatire Cuaslative Frequencies of MaxirN« lorisontal 
5-Foot Height Visibility of a Noring Target in a lortheni 
Coniferous Forest vlth Still and Morlng Targets in a Mid- 
Latitude Mixed Forest 

I 

I 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Photographs 

Target Disk Mounted on a 6-foot Tripod at Various Distances 
in a Mixed Forest at Sudbury« Massachusetts, ItoO hours, 
21 October 1963, Dnring Bright Sun: (a) 10 feet, (b) 
50 feet, (c) 100 feet, (d) 150 feet 

Stationary Hunan Target Holding a 6-laeh (diaaeter) Plate 
at 6-foot Height in Dens« Chaparall at a Distance of 
500 feet froa the Observer at Wolf Mta. in the Sierra 
Herada Foothills Hear Herada City, California, at IkOO 
FST, 22 August 1963, During Clear Weather 

Stationary Huaan Target la Open Ponderosa Pine Forest at 
a Distance of 300 feet froa the Observer at laraony 
Kidge la the Sierra Herada Mtas. Hear lerada City 
California, at 1000 FST, 22 August 1963, During Clear 
Weather 

Moving luaan Target Wearing Red Sweater at a Distance of 
30 feet frse the Obserrer in the Spruce Forest Site, 
Eluane Lake, Yukon, Canada, at 1500 YST, 25 August 1963, 
During Overcast Weather 
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AJntMDJX A 

Description of Sites Ueed in the IfiBditemutean Knvlroment Study 

I 
The sites used is this rlsihility study were located in the Tellov 

Pine Belt and Foothill Chaperral Belt of the lorthem Sierra Irmda near 
levada City, California, in en area of Modified Mediterranean cliaate vith 
fairly- hi^i precipitation totals. Average annual precipitation is apprcx- 
iaatsly 55 to 6o inches at the Tellov Pine Belt sites, and 35 to ho inches 
at the Foothill Chaparral Belt sites. About 80 percent of the precipita- 
tion occurs between loveaber and Iferch, vith aoderate snovfall in the 
Tellov Pine Belt. 

Haraony Ridge site (2700 feet) - The vegetation at this site con- 
sisted of second grovth ponderosa or vestem yellov pine  aus ponderosa) 
forest vith a few scattered sugar pine (Pinus lagertiana) and incense 
cedars (Libocedms decurrens). The under story consisted of seedlings of 
the above-i>entioned trees, especially P. ponderosa averaging 10 to 15 feet 
in height and scattered asnxanita (Arctostaphylos aanaanlta and A. patula) 
averaging 6 to 8 feet in height. A fev broad-leaf »spies (Acer macro- 
phyllua) of small sise (d.b.h. 6 to 10 inches, height 15 to 25 feet) vere 
present along an intermittent stream. Trees of P. ponderosa, P. leafcer- 
tiana, and L. decurrens averaged 60 to 100 feet in height vith d.b.h. 
varying from l-i/2 to 3~l/2 f««t. Only a A-eiy fev mature trees (incense 
cedars in this case) vere present vith d.b.h. of 3 to 4 feet and heights 
of 100 to 200 feet. Lov ground cover consisted of a very sparse grovth 
of vlld vheat, not over 10 inches high and not present at all under a full 
canopy of evergreen trees. Many dead fallen trees vere also present. 
Trees uther than seedlings averaged approximately ho per acre. 

Five Mile House, Site A (open) (3T00 feet) - The vegetation at this 
site consisted of second grovth sugar pine (Pinus lanibgrtiana), Douglas 
fir (Pseudotsuga aengieBii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)« and incense 
cedar (Liboeedrus decurrens) forest vith sugar pine the dominant tree. 
Pbrest floor cover here consisted of only a fev lov (2 to k feet) broad- 
leaf maple bushes and a sparse grovth of vild vheat in open areas. Trees 
vere of moderate size, being about 80 to 90 years old and averaging 8o to 
110 feet In height vith trunk diameters Dostly in the 1-1/2 to k foot 
range. Very little dead fall Has present here. Trees averaged approxi- 
mately 60 per acre. 

Five Mile House, Site B  (dense) (3700 feet) - This site vas in the 
same general area as Site A above, but it vas burned-over area 20 years 
ago and has a covering of naturally seeded ponderosa pine and Douglas Fir 
seedlings k to 15 feet in height and broad-leaf maple 3 to 5 feet in height. 
Trees and bushes grov very close together. 
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Wolf IbuBtaln 8if (1600 fttet) - This nite ws In dense chapexral 
vlth ¥hite~leef nintMltn (Arctoetegiorloe rieeedn) and A. iTmenlte the 
doMJuaaat plnBts. Poison o«t (Hhus diTereiloht) end Plnns ponderoa» seed- 
lings -sere also jresent as veil as a fes plants of huck brnsh (Ceanothns 
cuneatos)« Boshes ranged from 2 to J feet in height with an arerage neu* 
T) X>et. Bandsrosa pine seedlings «ere so videly spaced that they «ere 
not ^gniflesnt to rtiibility. The brush «as Tery close together, foning 
an alactSt continooos groond carer. 



APPKIDU B 

Sunaary of Visibility Neasureaents 

Mid-Latitude Mixed Forest 
Sudbury, MBLSS., Sept. - Oct. 1963 

18 Septaaber 1963 

HllIM»« Clipboard 
(00 107} (White) (OG 107) (White) 

Station   Erect Prone Erect Prone Erect Prone Erect Prone 

A         89.19 31.1 156.8 128.39 57^5 70.3 110.8 105.4 
c       Ti.63 8^7 112.17 116.23 kB.O 67.6 87.17 86.49 
D         53.39 39.19 67.6 50.0 38.5 30.4 46.6 32.4 
E       139.9 129-7 189.75 170.83 130.4 117-58 139.2 126.4 

Av.      88.5 83.63 131.^8 II6.36 69.7 71.5 95.95 87.71 

Direction 
I         97-6 75.0 133.8 87.16 66.9 63.5 94.6 80.O 
E       106.19 95-96 lko.36 128.39 81.7 79.74 104.7 86.5 
s       70.95 77.7 116.9 103.39 69.6 79.7 95.3 90.5 
w       8o.in 85.8 1^5.96 151.37 56.1 62.8 93.2 100.1 

fi October 1963 

Hiuflan Clipboard 
(White) 

Disk 
(00 107) (White) 

Station   Erect Prone Erect Prone Erect     Prone 

A         98.8 92.5 113.9 109.1 131.2      103.1 
B         50.6 59.^ 101.8» 81.7 64.8       8l.0 «due to several trials 
c       70.2 77.2 80.2 91.3 86.4       91.8 in and out with clip- 
D       122.2 61.U 138.^ 56.O 145.8       56.O board » 
E        135.7 110.0 299.7 253.8 224.0     189.O 

Ay.      95.5 80.1 1MS.8 118.3 130.4     104.2 

Direction 
M         77.8 85.6 97.2 101.5 98.8       98.2 
E       113A 9U.5 110.0 80.3 158.4     112.5 
s      85.6 69.3 81.7 75-6 165.5     104.5 
w     106.1 8M irjU 84.2 130.4       91.0 

All distances in feet. 
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of VUlbillty 

lorttatm Coalfcroof Ibr*it 
EIUUM Lak», Tukon^ August 1963 

MPTiag hn—n trgtt ^—rlag 

USK utility 
r**t dress ( «r««n; Red sweater TOTALS 

1 1 
65-69 1 1 
70-7^ 0> 1 0>     1 
75-79 1 1 
do-» 
85-89 ?> 1 ?>  ^ 
90-9* 1> % J> 6 5 >   10 
95-99 3 2 ^ 5 

100-10^ 0> 3 3> 6 l>    9 105-109 3 *0 3 6 
110-11% 2> % 3> 6 5 >   10 
115-119 2 3 5 
120-12% 
125-129 l> 6 6 

3> 9 i>« 
130-13V *> 6 1> 6 5 >  22 
135-139 2 5 7 
ito-lH 
1%5-1%9 l> 9 J> 7 ^   16 

150-15% 3> 9 «> 11 ^ >   20 
155-159 6 • 5 11 > 

160-16% 
165-169 3 3 

^ 
3 

\>  6 

170-17% t> 5 0> 1 1>    6 
175-179 % s 1^ 5 
180-18% 
185-189 2

k> 
6 

^ 
% 5 >   10 

190-19% 
195-199 2

0> 
2 

\> 
1 ?> 3 

TOTALS 60 60 60 60 120     120 

3% 


